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KrisShop’s resolutions for a better and
brighter year

Celebrating the flip of the calendar, KrisShop’s New Year Deals promotion offers a way to successfully
achieve your resolution(s)

Be kinder to yourself

Be present in your emotions and take pockets of time to do a few things that “make your heart sing”
such as setting aside time for a little self-care. Bath bomb, anyone?

Declutter & redecorate

Out with the old, in with the new. Try a new hue, pick a new pattern or attempt a new floral
arrangement to update your space and start fresh. And if working-from-home is still a part of your
daily grind, consider a couple of items to help make your space more efficient for thinking and doing.

Move more, sit less

After months on lockdown, depending on your location, it’s time to ditch the hibernation sitch and
start or return to an active lifestyle.

Perfect one recipe

Between personal and professional commitments, there’s no shame in preparing a quick and easy
meal. However, the luxury of time has allowed some of us the opportunity to experiment in the
kitchen and gain satisfaction from nailing a delish dinner menu.

Try something new

Whether taking a risk or erring on the side of caution, spice up your life and challenge yourself to do
something different. Test a new bottle of wine, change your hairstyle or take a day trip to discover
your local region.
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Whatever your resolutions, get ahead on fulfilling them at KrisShop.com. And if inspiration strikes
from now until January 26, you just might enjoy your goal-setting shopping at a steal with up to 70%
off more than 200 items. Cheers to a new chapter and a season of hope, health and happiness.


